
ATELIERS DU 8 AU 12 AVRIL 2019                

Note : Pour pouvoir fonctionner, chaque groupe doit avoir au minimum 7 enfants inscrits 

 

             

GROUPES MATINS APRES-MIDIS 
 
 

BLEU 
2-3 ANS 

 

MY BODY & MY EMOTIONS 

 

Talking with the children during circle time but also through different 
activities (games, art projects, cooking and baking, yoga) the children will 
learn the vocabulary of the human body parts and their main functions. 

We will also discuss our main emotions and expressing them. 
Every day during circle time we will sing “body songs”.  

They will also have the possibility to develop their independence, 
concentration, fine and gross motor skills, language and social abilities by 
working with Montessori practical life, sensorial and language materials. 
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learn the vocabulary of the human body parts and their main functions. 
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MAUVE 
3-5 ANS 

 

"ECOLOGY AND ART"  
 

Exploring artistic creativity as a means of learning about nature 
and our relation to it. 

 

 We will be using visual art as well as an exploration through the 
senses and the body, to learn about and discover nature's forms 

(spirals, fractals, spheres, etc.) 

HOMMAGE AU PRINTEMPS 

 

PETITS JEUX DE PLEIN AIR DE JADIS ET DE NAGUERE 

Nous revisiterons les jeux d'enfance célèbres : avec les foulards, le ballon, 
un chapeau...Tout cela entrecoupé de rondes et comptines. Nous 

exercerons notre corps, ferons travailler notre réflexion, notre créativité.  
Jouons, chantons, dansons ensemble. 

 
 

ORANGE 
5-10 ANS 

HOMMAGE AU PRINTEMPS 
 

PETITS JEUX DE PLEIN AIR DE JADIS ET DE NAGUERE 

Nous revisiterons les jeux d'enfance célèbres : avec les foulards, le ballon, 
un chapeau...Tout cela entrecoupé de danses et chansons. Nous 

exercerons notre corps, ferons travailler notre réflexion, notre créativité.  
Jouons, chantons, dansons ensemble. 

 

"ECOLOGY AND ART"  
 

Exploring artistic creativity as a means of learning about nature 
and our relation to it. 

 

We will be using visual art as well as an exploration through the 
senses and the body, to learn about and discover nature's forms 

(spirals, fractals, spheres, etc.) 


